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ABSTRACT
The main objective for the Independent Study is, to study the Problems on
Collecting Court Fees in Tax Courts regarding to the Court Fees rates and the
efficiency in management of a case, as well as to make recommendations for
improving the Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Court B.E.2528
and the management of a case.
It is fo und that, at the present, the Tax Courts collect Court Fees on the sum

in a case by applying the Schedule I of the Civil Procedure Code, in addition, the
Courts collect Court Fees on the amount of claim, in case that there are many claims
in a case the total amount of Court Fees that the taxpayer has to pay to the Court will
be high, so some taxpayers try to avoid to pay Court Fees and some taxpayers cannot
sue a case to the Tax Courts.
In order to solve these problems, the Tax Court should have a specific
schedule regarding to the Court Fees

hich provide a special rate for the taxpayer,

including providing the principle of a person who will be exempted from the Court
Fees, for example, providing a new condition for a poor person and a Petty Case for
tax cases. In addition, the Tax Court should develop the management of a case to be
more efficient and collect to Court Fees at a fix rate depending on parts of works
done in a case.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and General Statement of the Problems
Nowadays, cases filed to the Tax Courts have been increasing. When the
commissioner makes a decision regarding the assessment of the case between the tax
payer and the assessment official, and in the case that the taxpayer is not satisfied
with the decision, most taxpayers will take the case to the Tax Courts. However, if
the taxpayer wishes to challenge the case, he have to prepare many things for the
trial, especially money to pay Court Fees, Attorney Fees and other expenses that will
occur during the procedure. Sometimes, the Costs are unreasonable for the taxpayer,
such as in Court Fees because they will be collected from the amount of the claim, so
that the more the claims, the higher Court Fees to pay to the Court. In Thailand, the
Court Fees depend on the amount of the cl aim. It is not necessarily one case that is
claimed at once, so in the case where the taxpayer has I 0 claims, every claim also
has a Court Fees.
According to Schedule I of the Civil Procedure Code, "cases where the relief
applied for is not computable in terms of money, the Court Fees shall be charged
according to the amount as follows;

[a] Other plaints out of those specified in

[b]and[c]. If the sum does ·not exceed 50,000,000 baht, it will be charged 2% but not
over 200,000 baht. However, if the sum exceeds 50,000,000 baht, it will be charged
0.1%" 1. For example, if there are 10 claims in a case which the sum is 10,000,000
baht, the total Court Fees is 2,000,000 baht (200,000* 10

=

2,000,000) which is

unreasonable and it is not worth pursuing.
In the case that the Court Fees is unreasonable, someone may try to avoid the
Court Fees with the example of the Supreme Court Decision No.4866/2541 , in which
the plaintiff requests to repeal the custom duty assessments on goods of 94 invoices,
where each invoice has a different amount which the defendant has to pay back. If
the trial is separated by each invoice of transportation goods, it means that the Court
1

The Civil Procedure Code, Schedule I.

2

has to try 94 cases, where the plaint consists of the same claim and same parties. One
trial will be more beneficial to the parties. Moreover, claims on the plaint are
regarded if separated, as it can consolidate the trial according to the Civil Procedure
Code Section 28. The plaintiff shall have the right to sue the defendant in the same
case. However, the plaint of the plaintiff has the amount of 94 invoices, where each
item has to be calculated to repeal the assessment and let the defendant pay back
separately. Where the plaintiff requires the defendant to pay back the whole amount
and pay the Court Fees at the highest rate would be to do so once only and not
separately. It means that the plaintiff's intent is to avoid paying Court Fees. In this
case, the plaintiff pays the Court Fees for each item se!i'arately. 2 So if the Court Fees
are unreasonable the party will try to avoid paying the Court Fees. Moreover, the
management of the case is not as good as expected by the party.
However, there is an exception in Section 1563 of the Civil Procedure Code
that the Tax Courts apply via Section 17 of the Act for the Establishment of and
Procedure for the Tax Court B.E.2528 to exempt the Court Fees for the poor person.
If he desires to file a plaint with the exception on the Court Fees, he shall file a

motion together with his plaint to the Tax Courts. In addition, a person who is suing
the case but w)io is unable to pay the Court Fees afterward, such a person can file a
motion for exemption of the Court Fees at any time4 . In addition, where the sum in
any case does not exceed 300,000 baht, the plaintiff can enter a Petty Case, 5 which

2
3

Supreme Court Decision No.4866/2541.
The Civil Procedure Code, Section 156 "the Civil Procedure Code, A

person desiring to apply for the exception of the Court fees in suing or defending
shall file a motion with the Court of First Instance in which the case is to be or has
been entered together with his plaint, petition of appeal or Dika appeal, interpleading
or answer, as the case may be, if such a person becomes unable to pay the Court fees
afterwards, he may file his motion at any time".
4

Ibid.

5

The Civil Procedure Code, Section 189 "the Civil Procedure Code, Petty

cases are as follows:

3

the plaintiff who desires to enter a Petty Case shall file a written plaint or appear in
person to state the claim orally before the Court. 6 The exemption and Petty Cases are
prescribed to be a legal aid for a person, however, the exceptions and reductions have
never been applied to tax cases at the Tax Courts because most cases have a sum of
over 300,000 baht or the plaintiff is rich, so both of two provisions cannot be applied
as much or at all. At the same time, in other countries such as the Federal Court of
Australia, the Court separates the Court fees into two types; one for the corporation
and one for the individual, and collects Court Fees depending partly on work done.
In addition, the Court provides exemption and reduction. In the Financial Court of
Germany which collects Court Fees depending on the sum of the case, if the party
cannot end the case as soon as possible, the Court will charge another 300% from the
sum of the case. The U.S. Tax Court collects a Court Fees $60 at the time of filing a
petition and in Japan, the Court will collect a Court Fees as a percentage of the sum
of the case at the time of filing. The Canadian Tax Court divides the Court Fees rate
into 3 classes, Class A, Class Band Class C. The Court Fees rate for Glass A is $250,
Class Bis $400 and Class C is $550.

1.2 Hypothesis of the Study
At present, in Thailand, Tax Courts apply the Schedule I of the Civil
Procedure Code through Section 17 of the Act fof the Establislli,nent of and Procedure for
the Tax Court B.E.2528 to colJect a ·court Fees at the time of fil ing a case by
(1) The cases where relief applied for can be computed in term of money not
exceeding three hundred thousand baht or not exceeding the sum as prescribed by the
Royal Decree;
(2) The cases for the eviction of any person from an immovable property
have a rent, or may be let at the time of entering the plaint not exceeding four
thousand baht per one month, or not exceeding the sum as prescribed by the Royal
Decree".
6

The Civil Procedure Code, Section 191, "The plaintiff may enter a petty

case, either by filing a written plaint or appearing in person to state his claim orally
before the court".

4

collecting at the rate of 2% but not exceeding 200,000 baht. In addition, the Court
also collects a Court Fees based on the amount of the claim in a case. If there are
many claims, the total Court Fees will be very high, so some individuals try to avoid
paying the Court Fees by attempting to settle the claim before it ever gets as far as
the Court. However, there is Court Fees relief for the taxpayer comprising of an
exemption and/or the Petty Case. Moreover, the Management of a Case in the Tax
Courts is not as good as expected by the party, which causes some to have to pay a
high Court Fees rate.

1.3 Objectives of the Study

ERS/r,

1. To study about Court Fees in the Tax Courts
2. To analyze the Problem of Collecting Court Fees in the Tax Courts.
3. To analyze the Problem of Efficiency of Management of Cases in the Tax
Courts.
4. To study the Collecting of Court Fees in Thailand, USA, Australia, Japan,
Germany and Canada
5. To improve the Procedure of the Act for the Establishment of and
Procedure for the Tax Court B.E.2528
•Ncn
0

1.4 Study Methodology

A

SINCE1969
.
Gt

This research paper will be analyzea and researched utilizing documentary
research i.e. the Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Court B.E.2528,
and the Civil Procedure Code. These include textbooks, documents and electronic
information regarding Court Fees.

1.5 Scope of the Study
This research paper encompasses the study of Court Fees according to the
Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for the Tax Court B.E.2528 and the Civil
Procedure Code, focusing on the Court Fees in the Tax Courts of Thailand.

5

1.6 Expectation of the Study
1. To recognize the Problem of Collecting Court Fees in Thailand
2. To know the difference of the Court Fees rates between Thailand, USA,
Australia, Japan, Germany and Canada.
3.

To improve the Collecting of Court Fees in the Tax Courts

4. To improve the Efficiency of Management of Cases in the Tax Courts
5. To improve the Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Courts
B.E. 2528

Chapter 2
Development, Concept, Theory and Principle of Law
Concerning to the Collection of Court Fees

Court Cost is any expense which the plaintiff is liable to pay on the trial and
it is very importance for the plaintiff to make a decision on filing a case, for example,
Court Fees, Attorney Fees, and Witness Fees. So the Court Fees are a part of Court
Cost which the plaintiff have to pay for receiving the service from the Court,
however, the rate of Court Fees in Thailand is 2% but not exceed 200,000 baht, this
rate is calculated from the sum of a case. In addition, the Court will collect Court
Fees from every claim in a case but there is an exemption for the poor person in
Section 156 of the Civil Procedure Code which the Court can use the discretion to
issue an order to exempt the Court Fees, however, there still has

~etty

Case to

proceed in the fast trial with a special rate on Court Fees, in a Petty Case the sum in a
case must not exceed 300,000 baht and the Court will collect Court Fees for 1,000
baht. Moreover, the Tax Courts collect Court Fees by apply

Schedult~

I of the Civil

Procedure Code under Section 17 of the Act for the Establishment of and Procedure
for Tax Court B.E.2528.

•Ncn
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2.1

Access to Justice

A
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2.1.1 The Principle of Access to Justice
Access to Justice is not just about Courts and Lawyers, but is also
about better and early access to information and services to help people prevent and
resolve disputes.
While Courts are an important part of the justice system, there are
many situations where other options for resolving a dispute will be faster, cheaper
and more suitable in the circumstances. Often a full blown court case will be
completely disproportionate to the issues in dispute.
Sometimes, simply having access to good information can help people
to resolve their own disputes quickly and effectively. It may also be that parties will

7
have an ongoing relationship after the dispute is resolved, such as a family matter or
employment issue, so using a method of alternative dispute resolution that promotes
agreement between the parties may be a better option. In complex and entrenched
disputes, a court determination may be the most appropriate outcome7 .
Equal Access
Some individuals do not have access to justice because equal access
involves extending the reach of formal rule of law and institution to the population
by removing barriers to their use. However, to be effective and compliant with
human right standards, it should engage the informal section to enhance its fairness.
Increasing the quantity and quality of justice administration to provide
the aids would help people access the Courts because justice

systems that are

remote, unaffordable, slow, or incomprehensible to people can deny people to the
justice system.

2.1.2 Access to Justice and the Court Fees

Fees are one part of the cost which people have 10 pay to receive
services from attorneys and the Court. It is a serious problem that people are dealing
with, because the total amount should be the amount that people can afford. If it is
unreasonable, ·t becomes a barrier for people to file the case.
Costs are also a significant problem because:
(a) litigation is so expensive that the majority of the public cannot
afford it unless they receive financial assistance;
(b) the Costs incurred in the course of litigation are out of proportion to
the issues involved; and
(c) the Costs are uncertain in amount so that the parties have difficulty
in predicting what their ultimate liability might be if the action is lost.
Costs are also of great importance to the inquiry because the ability of
the Court to make orders as to costs is the most significant and regularly used
sanction available. The Court's power to make appropriate orders as to costs can
7

An Australian Government Initiative, Access to Justice, at http://www.

accesstojustice.gov.au/agnet/accesstojustice.nsf/pages/accessto justice.html, (last visited 17
August 2011).

8
deter litigants from behaving improperly or unreasonably and encourages them to
behave responsibly. Cost orders can also have a salutary effect on members of the
legal profession. 8

2.2 Definition of Court Fees

A Court Fees is the Court Costs for expenses that the Courts pass on to
attorneys, who then pass them on to their clients or, in some particular cases, to the
losing party. Court Costs usually include: filing fees, charges for serving summons
and subpenas, court reporter charges for depositions (which can be very expensive),
court transcripts, and copying papers and exhibits.

The ~revailing

party in a law suit

is usually awarded Court Costs. Attorneys' fees can be included as Court Costs only,
if there is a statute providing for attorney fee awards in a particular type of case, or if
the case involves a contract which has an attorneys' fee clause (commonly found in
promissory notes, mortgages and deeds of trust). If a losing party does not agree with
the claimed Court Costs (included in a filed cost bill) he/she/it may move (ask) the
judge to "tax costs" (meaning reduce or disallow the cost), resulting in a hearing at
which the Court determines which costs to allow and in what amount. 9

2.3 Introduction to Court Fees in Thailand

*

The Court Fees is the Fee in which the plaiptiff is liable to pay to the Court at
the time of filing the case to the Court, for example, the Court Fees in Schedule I in
the Civil Procedure Code. In the case that the parties do not pay Court Fees or pay
incorrectly, the Court has the power under Section 18 of the Civil Procedure to issue
an order for the parties to pay the Court Fees correctly within the period of time and

8

Loard Woolf, Access to Justice-Final Report, at http://webarchive.

nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http://www.dca.gov.uk/civil/final/sec2c.htm#c7,

(last

visited 17 August 2011).
9

The Free Dictionary by Farlex, Court Costs, at http://legal-dictionary.

thefreedictionary.com/court+costs, (last visited 28 November 2011 ).

9

the terms prescribed. If the parties cannot comply within the time limit, the Court
shall have the power to issue an order to reject the plea. However, the plaintiff may
avoid paying the Court Fees by settling the claim before it gets to the Court.
The Civil Procedure Code of Thailand was the first Code to be applied for
private cases. It provided all the procedures in the Court including a Court Fees
which was determined in Schedule I, to provide the rate of the claim in a case. Since
then, the Civil Procedure Code has been updated 25 times. The following is a part of
the Civil Procedure Code in regarding to the Court Fees which before the last
amendment;
1. For cases where the relief applied for is not computable in terms of

money, the Court Fees shall be charged according to the amount as follo ws;
1)

Othe plaints out of those specified in (b)and(c), shall be charged at

2.5% but not exceeding 200,000 baht.
2)

Application to the Court for the enforcement of an award made by an

arbitrator according to section 221 shall be charged at 1% of the amount applied for
the Court's enforcement but not over 80,000 baht.
3)

Application for the enforcement or foreclosure of a mortgage, shall

be charged at 1% of the amount of debt demanded but not over 100,000 baht.
In the calculation of the Court Fees, if the capital is lower than 100 baht,
it shall be deemed to be 100 baht but if it is 50 baht, it shall be deemed to be 100
baht, however, if it is lower than 50 baht, it shall be rounded off.
2. For cases where the relief applied for is not computable in terms of
money,
1)

General cases including non-contentious cases, shall be charged 200

baht per case.
2)

An appeal or dika appeal of order according to Section 227 or 228

shall be charged 200 baht per case
3. In the case where the relief applied for is computable in terms of money
together with what is not computable in terms of money, the Court Fees shall not be
collected for the Appeal or Dika Appeal according to Section 228 (1)
4. For cases where the requests for paying damages, maintenance or living
allowances, annuities, salaries, pensions, costs of keeping or any other periodical

10

payments to be made in future, except interest, rent or damage upon which the Court
is authorized to pass a judgment or give an order under Section 142; if in such a case,
there is a request for paying an immediate debt or a request in any preceding item
being put tighter therein, the Court Fees for a request in this item is as a separate part
for 100 baht. 10
The Court Fees rate was collected at the rate of 2.5% on a sum of the case
with the total amount not exceeding 200,000 baht, however, there was an update in
B.E.2551, with the new court fees as following;
1. For cases where the relief applied for is not computable in terms of

money, the Court Fees shall be charged according to the amount as follows;
1)

For other plaints out of those specified in (b)and( c); if the capital

does not exceed 50,000,000 baht, a charge of 2% will apply, but not over 200,000
baht, however, if the capital exceeds 50,000,000 baht, a charge of 0.1 % will apply.
2)

Application to the Court for the enforcement of an award made by an

arbitrator in the country or for an application for the revocation of the arbitrator's
award in th€ country: If the capital does not exceed 50,000,000 baht, a charge of
0.5% of the amount is applied for the Court's enforcement while not exceeding
50,000 baht, but for an amount exceeding 50,000,000 baht, a charge of 0.1 % will
apply. Application for the Court's enforcement of an arbitrator's a:ward in foreign
countries or application for the revocation of an arbitrator's award in foreign
countries: For capital w ich does not exceed 50,000,000 baht, a charge of 1% of the
amount is applied for the Court's enforcement while not exceeding 100,000 baht.·
However, capital which exceeds 50,000,000 baht will be charged 0.1%.
3)

Application for the enforcement or foreclosure of a mortgage, and

where the capital does not exceed 50,000,000 baht will be charged 1% of the amount
of debt demanded but not over 100,000 baht, but for capital which exceeds
50,000,000 baht, a charge of 0.1 % will apply. However, for Court Fees, according to
(a),(b)and(c), if the total amount includes a figure lower than one baht, it shall be
rounded off.
2. For cases where the relief applied for is not computable in terms of
money,
10

The Civil Procedure Code, Schedule I.
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1) General cases, including non-contentious cases, shall be charged 200

baht per case.

J( 5J

l'~ -

2) An appeal or dika appeal of order according to Section 228 (2) and
(3), shall be charged 200 baht per case.
However, Court Fees shall not be collected for an appeal or dika appeal
according to Section 228(1 ).
3. For a case where the relief applied for is computable in terms of money
together with that which is not computable in terms of money, Court Fees shall not
be collected for the appeal or Dika Appeal according to Section 228 (1 ).
4. For cases where the requests for paying damages, maintenance or living

allowances, annuities, salaries, pensions, costs of keeping or any other periodical
payments are to be made in the future, except for interest, rent or damage upon
which the Court is authorized to pass a judgment or give an order under Section 142,
a request for paying an immediate debt or for any preceding item being put tighter
therein, the
Court Fees for a request in this item as a separate part shall be charged 100
baht".

11

The Civil Courts collect Court Fees for each claim of a case under a rate
prescribed in Schedule I of the Civil Procedure Code. The rate which the plaintiff
shall pay to the Court depends on the amount of sum in the case. In addition, an
amount which exceeds 50,000,000 baht shall be collected at a rate of 0.1 %.
However, the total amount must not exceed 200,000 baht for a claim. For example, a
case for which the sum is 10,000,00(i) baht and has five claims will be subject to a
Court Fees of 200,000 baht but the Court will collect from each claim, so the total
amount of Court Fees amounts to 1,000,000 baht ( 200,000*5=1,000,000 baht).
The Tax Court apply the Court Fees within Schedule I of the Civil Procedure
Code through Section 17 of the Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax
Courts which is the power of the Court to apply any provision in the Civil Procedure
Code mutatis mutandis in the case where there is no specific provision provided in

11

The Civil Procedure Code, Schedule I.

12
the Act.

12

The following is an example of the Supreme Courts Decision regard to the

Court Fees;
Supreme Courts Decision No.4866/2541
In this case, the plaintiff requested to repeal the assessment of importing the
goods by order of 94 invoices, where each instance had a different fee in which the
defendant had to pay back, if the trial was separated by order of each transportation
goods, it meant that the Court had to try 94 cases. Where the plaint is a claim,
petition and allegation are the same and the parties are the same. One trial will have
an ease and benefit to the parties. Moreover, if the claims on the plaint are regarded
as separate cases, they can be combined for the trial according to the Civil Procedure
Code Section 28. The plaintiff shall have the right to sue the defendant in the same
case. However, the plaint of the plaintiff had the amount of 94 items, where each
item was calculated monetarily to repeal the assessment and let the defendant pay
each item separately, where the plaintiff required the defendant to pay back the
whole amount and pay the Court Fees at the highest rate without separating the
capital of each item. It meant that the plaintiff attempted to avoid paying extra Court
Fees. In this case, the plaintiff had to pay Court Fees for each item separately. 13
Supreme Courts Decision No. 3897/2552
For local maintenance tax where it is levied from the land at medium price
and at the tax rate in the schedule of the Local Maintenance Tax for taxing the land,
it must be calculated from the location, size of the land, and quality of the estate, in
which according to Section 24 of the Local Maintenance Act, the owner of the land
shall be responsible for filing a report 'for each parcel of land. In conclusion, for the
consideration of the capital within the case, it was not allowed to be appealed in fact
by the Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Court B.E. 2528 Section

12

Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Court B.E.2528,

Section 17 "Proceeding in the Tax Courts shall comply with the Provision of this Act
and the Rules issued under Section 20. Any matter of proceedings not specifically
provided in this Act and such Rules shall comply with the provisions of the Civil
Procedure Code mutatis mutandis".
13
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25. It was deemed from the amount of tax that had an objection on the assessment of
the local maintenance tax for each parcel of land separately from each plaint. 14
Supreme Court Decision No.1966/2541
The plaintiff bought a spare part and an accessory for a car, without a record
in account and without showing a list, so when calculating the value of the stock of
goods at the beginning and at the end, the plaintiff had an income from selling the
goods without a record in an account and with no tax return. When the defendant
could not calculate the real income of the plaintiff, the officer of the defendant had
the power to assess the income of the plaintiff by calculating the profit of the selling
of spare parts and assessories, in accordanee with revenue code Section 65bis(4). In a
hire purchase contract, the plaintiff had the right to charge the interest from the client
from the date of breaching the contract until a payment was made. According to
revenue code Section 65 paragraph 2 "The calculation of income and expenses in
paragraph 1 shall use an accrual basis. Income arising in an accounting period, even
though it is not yet received in such accounting period, shall be included as income
for that accounting period. All expenses relating to such income, even though they
are not yet paid, shall be included as expenses for such accounting period". The
plaintiff had to include the interest in which he/she had the right to receive from the
breaching of the contract and income in an account period. Although there was a
payment on interest but no evidence to support it, moreover the receipt from the gas
station showed that' the fuel was paid in cash, so it was not allowed to be included as
an expense according to the Revenue Code Section 65ter (3), for the Capital expense
or expense for the addition, change, expansion or improvement of the asset but not
for the repair in order to maintain its present condition, could be deemed as an
expense, and not according with the Revenue Code Section 65ter ( 5), the Royal
Decree issue under the Revenue Code (No.4) B.E 2529 on the 31st of July 2529: For
the Royal Decree regarding amnesty of the taxpayer, the taxpayer would not pay tax
retrospectively, but the taxpayer did not have the right to a take loss within 5 years
which in which it occurred in B.E. 2529 to calculate the net profit within the next
year again, because that the Royal Decree was in the Gazette. The plaintiff could not
claim and refuse the guilty charge, so the plaintiff who made the profit before B.E.
14

Supreme Courts Decision No. 3897/2552.
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2529 to calculate the profit in B.E. 2531-2532 was not right. In the accounting period
of B.E.2532 the plaintiff could sell the car at the beginning of the year more than at
the end of the year, so there was no reason that the plaintiff would calculate the profit
less than 25%, In this case, the plaintiff sued to repeal the assessment on the amount
of 2,046,305.38 baht which was the capital on the plaint. In addition, the plaintiff
sued to repeal the book of changing net loss in B.E.2530 which the plaintiff took as
an expense for the next 5 years of the account period, according to Section 65ter of
the Revenue Code, so the profit, the next year, decreased and the plaintiff reduces his
tax payment by 35% which was the real benefit. The plaintiff was to be charged
more Court Fees from the amount above. 15
Supreme Courts Decision No. 4580/2546
The defendan had already known that December 26, 2544, was the date of
judgment, but could not come to the Court and did not try to copy the Court
Decision, testimony and other documents in order to appeal as soon as possible but
after 20 days passed, the attorney of the defendant copied the Court Decision and
testimony which the Court allowed to do on that day. On January 21, 2545, the
attorney of the defendant filed a petition to extend the time for appeal to one month
from the due date of appeal. The Court made the order to revoke the petition on that
day and the at orney of the defendant received a copy of the Co rt Decision and
testimony, however, the defendant had seven days left to appeal to the Court but the
defendant did not appeal during the time limit. Although, the capital in this case was
high, it was not complicated, and the testimony and other documents were not much
necessary. In addition, the attorney of the defendant, who was a lawyer from the
beginning of the trial understood the facts totally, being able to file an appeal within
a time limit. The allegation was that no contact with the defendant could be made
after the Court made a decision, and had to take time to compile the Court Fees.
However, according to the power of attorney, the attorney had the power to appeal
and dika. So the attorney could continue the trial without seeing the defendant first.
For the Court Fees which was high, the attorney had the right to extend the time to
pay the Court Fees by not extending the time for filing an appeal. In this case, it was

15
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the fault of the attorney to proceed late, so there was no reason to extend the time for
filing an appeal. 16
In a Petty Case of Thailand, 17 this provision was prescribed in Section 189 of

the Civil Procedure Code. A person who is liable to pay Court Fees but becomes
unable to pay the Court Fees in which the case can be computed in terms of money
not exceeding 300,000 baht or the amount prescribed in the Royal Decree, however,
he shall file a written plaint or appear to the Court to state his claim orally to the
Court. 18 A Petty Case is a legal aid for a plaintiff who is unable to pay Court Fees but
the dispute in the case must not exceed 300,000 baht or the amount prescribed in the
Royal Decree.
The Principle of Collecting Court Fees in the Tax Courts is the same as the
Civil Court. The Tax Courts collects a Court Fees from the party by the power of the
Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Courts B.E. 2528, Section 17 to
apply the Schedule I of the Civil Procedure Code 19 . However, fi ling to the Tax

-

~
16
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The Civil Procedure Code, Section 189, "Petty cases are the following:

(1) The cases where relief applied for can be computed in term of money not
exceeding three hundred thousand baht or not exceeding the sum as prescribed by the
Royal Decree;
(2) The cases for the eviction of any person from an immovable property
have a rent, or may be let at the time of en.tering the plaint not exceeding four
thousand baht per one month, or not exceeding the sum as prescribed by the Royal
Decree".
18

The Civil Procedure Code, Section 191, "The plaintiff may enter a petty

case, either by filing a written plaint or appearing in person to state his claim orally
before the court".
19

Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Court B.E.2528,

Section 17, "Proceeding in the tax court shall comply with the provisions of this Act
and the Rule issued under section 20. Any matter of proceedings not specifically
provided in this Act and such Rules shall comply with the provisions of the Civil
Procedure Code mutatis mutandis".
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Court, taxpayer shall appeal against the decision of the Commission of Appeal to the
Tax Court within 30 days from the date of receiving the appeal decision. 20

2.4 Exemption and Reduction on Court Fees
There is an exception on Court Fees in Section 156 of the Civil Procedure
21

Code to provide aid for poor people which the Tax Courts can apply by Section 17
of the Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Court B.E.2528, however,
there is no definition of "poor" in a specific law. A person who desires to be
exempted from the Court Fees shall file a motion to the Tax Courts at the time of the
summit of the case or any time in case that a person becomes unable to pay the Court
Fees afterward. However, the Court has the power to consider

applications and

issue an order to permit all or part of it or dismiss the motion. The following is an
example of a Supreme Court Decision regarding to the exception;
Supreme Courts Decision No. 2622/2549
For an exception of a Court Fees, in the case where the Court issued an order
to permit an exemption on part of the Court Fees or even dismiss a motion, an
applicant can file a motion to the Court of First Instance to re-consider the
application, to permit the applicant to file more evidence to prove that he is poor by
the Civil Procedure Code Section 156 paragraph four. An aiwlicant can also appeal
an order of the Court of First Instance to the Appeal Courts or the Supreme Courts as
the case may be. An order of the Appeal Courts or the Supreme Courts shall be
20

The Revenue Code, Section 30 (2), "2 subject to Section 33, it shall be

appealed against the decision of the Commission of Appeal to Court within 30 days
from the date of receiving the appeal decision. Commission of Appeal under (a) may
have several commissions".
21

The Civil Procedure Code, Section 156, "A person desiring to apply for the

exception of the Court fees in suing or defending shall file a motion with the Court of
First Instance in which the case is to be or has been entered together with his plaint,
petition of appeal or Dika appeal, interpleading or answer, as the case may be, if such
a person becomes unable to pay the Court fees afterwards, he may file his motion at
any time".
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finalized by Section 156 paragraph five, which is the procedure of the trial according
to the Act. From the facts in this case, after the Court of First Instance issued an
order to dismiss a motion on exception of the Court Fees of the five defendants,
during the time limit that the five defendants had to pay the Court Fee, the five
defendants did not file a motion to the Court of First Instance for re-consideration of
the motion but filed a petition to appeal an order of the Court of First Instance to the
Appeal Court. When the Appeal Court issued an order to dismiss the petition of the
five defendants, the five defendants could not request that the Court of First Instance
make an exemption of Court Fees in appeal again because the order of the Appeal
Court would be final.
Supreme Courts Decision No.3696/2546
Filing a motion to the Court to consider an exception on Court Fees
according to Civil Procedure Code Section 156 of paragraph four must be in the case
where the Court considers a motion, and issues an order to dismiss or permit a part of
exception on Court Fees. An applicant can file a petition to the Court for reconsideration, to permit the applicant to issue more evidence so to prove that he is
poor. From the fact that the Court of First Instance issues an order to stop taking in
evidence, there is no evidence taken from the two defendants in the investigation on
the motion of an appeal for an exemption from Court Fees. If the case is not
according w ith this law, the two defendants cannot file a petition to the Court to reconsider the exemption from Court Fees.
A Petty Case is a reduction of Court Fees which are prescribed in Section 189
of the Civil Procedure Code22 in which the case which has a sum not exceeding 300,000

22

The Civil Proceure Code, Section 189, "Petty cases are the following:

(1) The cases where relief applied for can be computed in term of money not

exceeding three hundred thousand baht or not exceeding the sum as prescribed by the
Royal Decree;
(2) The cases for the eviction of any person from an immovable property
have a rent, or may be let at the time of entering the plaint not exceeding thirty thousand
baht per one month, or not exceeding the sum as prescribed by the Royal Decree".
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baht or in case of the eviction of any person from an immovable property has a rent to
pay, or may be let at the time of entering the plaint not exceeding 30,000 baht.23
The Supreme Courts Decision regarding a Petty Case are as following;
Supreme Courts Decision No. 5098/2550
A Petty Case has a specific procedure in case the plaintiff does not come to
court due to the desire to not proceed different from a normal case. The Court of
First Instance shall issue an order striking the case out of the case list by the Civil
Procedure Code Section 193 bis, so Section 202 cannot be applied in a normal case
in regard to the plaintiff as a default of appearance. Although the defendant filed a
defense and informed the Court of First Instance on the day of taking evidence to
proceed in the ,case, the Court did not issue an order to proceed the trial and
adjudication of the case ex parte by Section 202.
Supreme Courts Decision No. 5204/2547
The plaintiff sued the case to impose the two defendants to pay a debt by
cheque for the amount of 1,500,000 baht including interest, although, it was an
ordinary civil case but the Court of First Instance thought that this case was not a
complicated case and issued an order to proceed the case as a Petty Case. The
plaintiff complied with the procedure of the Petty Case, and when the plaintiff did
not appear in the Court on the peremptory day without filing a motion to postpone
the case or inform any cause to not appear in the Court, in the procedure of the Petty
Case, it was determined that the plaintiff was in default of appearance. So, the Court
could proceed the trial and adjudication of the case ex parte as in an ordinary civil
case, and it deemed that the plaintiff did not desire to proceed the trial, so the Court
had the power to issue an order striking the case out of the case list according to .the
Civil Procedure Code Section 196 paragraph two.

2.5 Collecting Court Fees in Tax Courts

The Tax Courts have the power to apply a Court Fees in the Civil Procedure
Code mutatis mutandis under Section 17 of the Act for the Establishment of and
Procedure for Tax Court B.E.2528. In the case of collecting Court Fees, there is no
23

Ibid.
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provision regarding the Court Fees in the Tax Courts, so the Tax Courts collects the
Court Fees within the tax case by applying Section 17 to the Civil Procedure Code
mutatis mutandis.

Chapter 3
Collecting Court Fees Regarding Tax Cases in Civil Law
and Common Law Systems

3.1 U.S. Court Fees

3.1.1 U.S. Judicial System

The Common Law is a system for deciding cases that originated in
England and which was later adopted in the U.S. Common Law is based on precedent
(legal principles developed in earlier case law) instead of statutory laws. It is the
traditional law of an area or region created by judges when deciding individual
disputes or cases. Common Law changes over time.
The U.S. is a Common Law country. In all states except Louisiana,
which is based on Napoleonic code, the Common law of England was adopted as the
general law of the state, or varied by statute. Today almost all Common Law has been
enacted into statutes with modern variations by all the states. Broad areas of the law,
such as property, contracts and torts are traditionally part of the common law. Because
these areas of the law are mostly within the jurisdiction of the states, state courts are
the main source of common law. The area of federal common law is primarily limited
to federal issues that have not been aadressed by a statute.
U.S. Tax laws are very stri:Ct on filing dates and do not allow extra time
for filing a petition, taxpayers have 90 days from the date the notice is mailed to file a
petition (150 days if outside the U.S.) and the last date to file a petition will be entered
on the notice by the IRS (Internal Revenue Service).

24

U.S. Court of Federal Claims has jurisdiction on claims for refund of
any type of tax, only the tax has been paid and the taxpayer files a claim for refund
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with the IRS, if file a formal refund claim, and the IRS has not responded within 6
months from the date filed, taxpayer may file suit for a refund immediately, and must
file the suit no later than 2 years from the date of our notice of claim disallowance
letter, however, appeals review of a disallowed claim does not extend 2 year period
for filing, but may be extended by mutual agreement.
25

U.S Tax Court

has jurisdiction on tax dispute between taxpayer and

IRS, in case that taxpayer does not satisfy with the decision of the commissioner of
IRS, tax payer can file a case to U.S. Tax Court, however, dispute must not exceed
$50,000. In addition, the decision of U.S. Tax Court shall be reviewed by The U.S.
Courts of Appeal.

3.1.2 U.S. Court of Federal Claims
The following are fees to be charged for services provided by the U.S.
Court of Federal Claims. No fees are to be charged for services rendered on behalf of
the United States, with the exception of those specifically prescribed in items (2), (8)
and (9). There are no fees under this schedule to be charged to federal agencies or
programs which are funded from judiciary appropriations, including, but not limited
to, agencies, organizations, and individuals providing services authorized by the
Criminal Justice Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3006A, and Bankruptcy Administrator programs.
(1) For filing a civil action or proceeding, a fee of $3 50 is charged;

(2) For reproducing any record or paper, a fee of $.50 per page is
charged. This fee applies to paper copies made fro m either: (a) original documents; or
(b) microfiche or microfilm reproduction of the original records. This fee applies to
services rendered on behalf of the United States if the record or paper requested is
available through electronic access.
(3) For certification of any document or paper, whether the
certification is made directly on the document or by separate instrument, a charge of
$11 is applied. For exemplification of any document or paper, the charge is twice the
amount of the charge for certification;
25
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(Cengage Learning, 2002), p.40.
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(4) For admission of attorneys to practice, the cost is $276 each,
including a certificate of admission. For a duplicate certificate of admission or
certificate of good standing, there is a charge of $18;
(5) For receipt of a monthly listing of court orders and opinions, there
is a charge of $22 per year;
(6) The Court may charge and collect fees commensurate with the cost
of providing copies of the local rules of court. The Court may also distribute copies of
the local rules without charge;
(7) For a check paid to the court which is returned for lack of funds,
$53 is charged.
(8) For e_very search of the records of the Court of Federal Claims
conducted by the clerk of the Court or a deputy clerk, an amount of $26 is charged per
name or item searched. This fee shall apply to services rendered on behalf of the
United States if the information requested is available through electronic access.
(9) For reproduction of an audio recording of a court proceeding, $30
is charged. This fee applies to services rendered on behalf of the United States, if the
recording is available electronically.
(10) For filing or indexing any document which is not in a case or
proceeding for which a filing fee has been paid, $46 is charged.
(11) For retrieval of a record from the Federal Records Center, National
Archives, or other storage locations removed from the place of business of the court, a
charge of $53 is applied.

3.1.3 U.S. Tax Court

The Tax Courts collect court fees at the time of filing a petition, a fee of
$60. The payment of any fee under this paragraph may be waived if the petitioner
establishes with the satisfaction of the Court by an affidavit containing specific
financial information for the inability to make such payment. 26
Fees And Charges
(a) Fees and Charges Payable to the Court:
26

Rules of Practice and Procedure United State Tax Court, Rule 20.
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1. Filing petition ...... ........... .... .... ...... ............ .. ... ............ $60.00
2. Application for admission to practice ..... .... .............. *
3. Periodic registration fee .... ........................ ................ * *
4. Photocopies (plain or certified)--per page .......... ... 50
5. Certification-per document ......................... ........... 5.00
6. Filing notice of appeal ........ ....................... .... ........... ***
7 . Transm1t
. t.mg record on appeal ... ............. .... .... ......... . * ***27
*Amount set by order of the Court (see Rule 200(a))
**Frequency and amount set by order of the Court (see Rule
200(g))
***Amount determined in accordance with rule 3(e) of the Federal
Rules of Appellate Procedure (see also Rules 13and 14 of such rules)
****Actual cost of insurance and postage
(b) Charges for Copies of Transcripts of Proceedings:
Transcripts of proceedings before the Tax Court are supplied to the
parties and to he public by the official reporter at such rates as may be fixed by
contract between the Court and the reporter. Information as to those rates may be
obtained from the Clerk of the Court or from the trial clerk at a trial session28 .
(g

Periodic Registration Fee:
(1) Each person admitted to practice before the Court shall pay a

periodic registration fee. The frequency and the amount of such fee shall be
determined by the Court, except that such amount shall ot exceed $30 per calendar
year. The Clerk shall maintain an fneligible List containing the names of all persons
admitted to practice before the Court who have failed to comply with the provisions
of this paragraph (g)(l). No such person shall be permitted to commence a case in the
Court or enter an appearance in a pending case while on the Ineligible List. The name
of any person appearing on the Ineligible List shall not be removed from the List until
the currently due registration fee has been paid and arrearages have been made
current. Each person admitted to practice before the Court, whether or not engaged in
27
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private practice, must pay the periodic registration fee. As to forms of payment, see
Rule 11.
(2) The fees described in paragraph (g)(l) of this Rule shall be
used by the Court to compensate an independent counsel appointed by the Court to
assist it with respect to disciplinary matters. See Rule 202(h). 29

3.1.4 U.S. Supreme Court
The Supreme Court fees are as following;
Under 28 U. S. C. § 1911, the fees charged by the Clerk are:
(a) For docketing a case on a petition for a writ of certio-rari or on
appeal or for docketing any other proceeding, except a certified question or a
motion to docket and dismiss an appeal under Rule 18.5, a charge of $300 is
applied.
(b) For filing a petition for rehearing or a motion for leave to file a
petition for rehearing, a charge of $200 is applied.
(c) For reproducing and certifying any record or paper, there is a
charge of $1 pe page; and for comparing with the original thereof any photographic
reproduction of any record or paper, when furnished by the person requesting its
certification, $.50 per page is charged.
( d) For a certificate bearing the seal of the Court, there is a charge of
$10;and
(e)

for a check paid to the Court, Clerk, or Marshal that is returned for

lack of funds, there is a charge of $3 5.30
Under title 28, Sec. 1911 of the Supreme Court; the Supreme Court may
fix the fees to be charged by its clerk.
The fees of the clerk, cost of serving process, and other necessary
disbursements incidental to any case before the court, may be taxed against the
litigants as the court directs.

29
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3.2 Australian Court Fees

3.2.1 Australian Judicial System

The High Court of Australia31 interprets and applies the law of
Australia32 , decides cases of special federal significance, including challenges to the
constitutional validity of laws, and hears appeals (by special leave) from the federal,
state and territory courts. The High Court has a Chief Justice and six other judges who
can preside either individually or together. It is the highest court of appeal on all
matters, whether decided in the federal or state jurisdictions.
The other federal courts are the Federal Court of Australia, the Family
Court of Australia and the Federal Magistrates Court of Australia. Under the
Constitution, state and territory courts may be invested with federal jurisdiction.
The Bederal Court's jurisdiction is broad, covering almost all civil
matters arising under Australian federal law and some summary criminal matters. The
Court also has substantial and diverse appellate jurisdiction, including over the
decisions of single judges of the Federal Court and the Federal Magistrates Court (in
non-family-law matters) and some decisions of the state and territory courts.
The Family Court is Australia's superior court in family law. Through
its specialist judges and staff, the Court helps to resolve comple:x family disputes. It
also covers specialised areas such as cases relating to the ,Hague Convention on
International Child Abductions (which came into force in Australia in December
1998) and the international relocation of children by parents or guardians.
The Federal Magistrates Court was established by the federal parliament
in 1999 and conducted its first sittings in July 2000. Its jurisdiction includes family
law, bankruptcy, unlawful discrimination, consumer protection and trade practices,
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privacy, migration, copyright and industrial law. Nearly all its jurisdiction is shared
with the Family Court or the Federal Court.
Australian state and territory courts have jurisdiction in all matters
brought under state or territory laws. They also handle some matters arising under
federal laws, where jurisdiction has been conferred by the federal parliament. State
and territory courts deal with most criminal matters, whether arising under federal,
state or territory law.
Each state and territory court system operates independently. All states
have Supreme Courts and some also have Courts of Criminal Appeal, which are the
highest appellate courts at the state level. Courts known as 'district' or ' county' courts
hear the more serious cases, with a judge presiding over the Court to interpret and
determine the law. For more serious charges it is usual for a jury (usually of 12
people) to determine the guilt or innocence of defendants. Serious offences such as
murder, rape and armed robbery are usually tried in a higher court.
The Small Taxation Claims Tribunal (STCT)33 can review decisions
made by the Australian Taxation Office which the amount of tax in dispute is $5,000
or more. Such a review will be conducted by the AAT's Taxation Appeals Division, if
taxpayer dissatisfy with decision of AAT34 , taxpayer can summit a case to Federal
Court of Australia not later than the twenty-eighth day after the day on which a
document setting out the terms of the decision of the Tribunal is given to the person or
within such further time as the Federal Court of Australia (whether before or after the
expiration of that day) allows, and in such manner as is prescribed by Rules of Court
made under the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976. In addition, taxpayer is able to
appeal the decision of Federal Court of Australia to High Court of Australia in case
that taxpayer still dissatisfy with decisions of Federal Court of Australia.
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3.2.2 The Small Taxation Claims Tribunal (STCT)

The Small Taxation Claims Tribunal is part of the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal. It provides quick and inexpensive review of some decisions made
by the Australian Taxation Office.
The STCT sits within the AAT's Taxation Appeals Division. It takes a
fresh look at a decision and decides if it should stay the same or be changed. The
STCT is independent of the Tax Office.
The STCT has the power to review:
Decisions about how much tax a person must pay if the amount of
tax in dispute is less than $5,000, and
Decisions refusing an individual ' s request to be released from
paying a tax debt (regardless of the amount involved).
Before the STCT can review these decisions, the applicant must have
asked the Tax Office to look at the decision again by lodging an objection. The STCT
can review the decision made by the Tax Office on the objection. The STCT can also
review decisions made by the Tax Office refusing a request for an extension oftime to
make an objection to a taxation decision. However, The STCT cannot review a decision
about how much tax that applicant must pay if the amount of tax in dispute is $5,000
or more. Such a review will be conducted by the AA T's Taxation Ar.peals Division. 35

3.2.3 The Administrative

A~peal

Tribunal

*

The Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AA T) provides independent
review of a wide range of administrative decisions made by the Australian
government and some non-government bodies. The AA T aims to provide fair,
impartial, high quality and prompt review with as little formality and technicality as
possible. Both individuals and government agencies use the services of the AAT.
The Tribunal reviews a wide range of administrative decisions made by
Australian Government ministers, departments, agencies, authorities and other
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tribunals. In limited circumstances, the Tribunal can also review administrative decisions
made by state government and non-government bodies.
Merits review of an administrative decision involves considering afresh
the facts, law and policy relating to that decision. The Tribunal considers the material
before it and decides what is the correct - or, in a discretionary area, the preferable decision. It will affirm, vary or set aside the decision under review.
The Tribunal is not always the first avenue of review of an administrative
decision. Sometimes, the Tribunal cannot review a decision until an internal review
has been conducted by the person or body that made the primary decision. In other
cases, review by the Tribunal is only available after intermediate review by a specialist
tribunal. For example, an application in relation to a family assistance or social security
decision may be made only after review by the Social Security Appeals Tribunal.
Section 33 of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act requires that
proceedings of the Tribunal be conducted with as little formality and technicality, and
with as much expedition, as the requirements of the Act and a proper consideration of
the matters before the Tribunal permit. The Tribunal is not bound by the rules of
evidence and can inform itself in any manner it considers appropriate
Application Fees
There is no fees for the review of some kind of decision, however, in
other decisions, fees must be paid. If fees is payable, the full application fee is $777.

In certain circumstances, this fees can be reduced to $100. It can be reduced because
of financial hardship, in this case, The Registrar, a District Registrar or Deputy
Registrar of the AA T can order that a reduced fees of $100 36 must be paid instead of
the full application fees, if he or she decides that paying the full fees would cause
financial hardship. In making a decision about whether paying the full fee would
cause financial hardship, a Registrar will take into account financial circumstances.
This includes a range of factors, such as the amount of earning, the living expenses,
total assets and debts. However, in the case where the application will be dealt with
the Small Taxation Claims Tribunal, the application fee is $77 and it cannot be reduced.
36
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The application will not proceed until the payment is made. In the case
where the payment was made in full for the application fees and that the application is resolved
in favour, most of it will be refunded, however, there is no refund in case of a reduced
application fee or if the application was dealt with in the Small Taxation Claims Tribunal. 37
The conditions for paying the reduced fees are as following;
1. Receiving legal aid for the application.
2. Holding a health care card, a pensioner concession card, a
Commonwealth seniors health card or any other card issued by the Department of
Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs 38 or the Department
of Veterans' Affairs that certifies entitlement to Commonwealth health concessions.
The Heath Care Card assists benefit recipients, low income earners
and selected other customer groups (for example, foster children) with access to
cheaper Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme prescription medicines and a lower
Extended Medicare Safety Net threshold. 39
The Pensioner Concession Card assists pensioners and selected
benefit recipients with certain living costs by allowing access to specific goods and
services at a concessional rate. 40
The Commonwealth Seniors Health Card assists eligible people who
have reached the qualifying age for Age Pension with certain health and prescription
costs. 41
3. Being in prison or lawfully detained in a public institution.
37

The Administrative Appeals :fribunal, Information about Application fees,

at http://www.aat.gov.au/FormsAndFees/ Fees.htm, (last visited 28 September 2011).
38

Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous

Affairs, at http://w\Nw.fahcsia.gov.au, (last visited 25 August 2011).
39

The Health Care Card, at

http://www.fahcsia.gov.au/about/benefits/

concessions/Pages/HealthCareCard.aspx, (last visited 25 August 2011).
40

The Pensioner Concession Card, at http://fahcsia.gov.au/about/benefits/

concessions/Pages/PensionerConcession.aspx, (last visited 25 August 2011 ).
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The Commonwealth Seniors Health Card, at http://www.centrelink.gov.au/
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4. Being under the age of 18; or
5. Receiving youth allowance, Austudy or ABSTUDY.
If falling into one of these groups, the AAT can give advice about what

type of proof should be provided. 42

3.2.4 Federal Court of Australia

The Federal Court of Australia Fees depends on the work done. The
party can save Court Fees by proceeding in the case as soon as possible because a
longer time means the money they have to pay for the case will increase, however,
there are two different rates for corporations and an individuals.
The Federal Court of Australia collects Court Fees from individuals and
corporations differently, with the rate for corporations always higher than for
individuals because corporations have more ability to pay court fees than individuals
such as for filing documents when the proceeding in the Court is commenced. A
corporation 1;las to pay $2,142 while the individual has to pay $894. In addition, for
the hearing of an application (including a cross-claim) in an issue for the 2nd, 3rd, 4th
days or part of a one day, a fee of $1,428 is charged for corporation and $712 for
individual. If the case has not been made by decision of the Court, for the 5th, 6t\ J1h,
3th, and 9th, days, or part of a day afterward the corporation will be charged another

$2,568 and $1,184 for the individual, and moreover, for the 10th day and subsequent
days, or part of a day afterward"' the Federal Court of Australia will charge a
corporation $5,068 and $2,3 84 for the il,ldividual. For setting-down fees in hearing a
proceeding (including an application, appeal, cross-claim or cross-appeal) or an issue
in question in a proceeding, the corporation also has to pay another $3,569 and $1,786
for the individual. However, there is an exemption and reduction for Court Fees in
the Federal Court of Australia for the relief of Court Fees for a person.

The

exemption and reduction of fees are as following;
Some specific applications are exempt from all or some fees. These
include:
42

Information about Application Fees, at http://www.aat.gov.au/Forms

AndFees/Fees.htm, (last visited 25 August 2011).
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•

Human Rights applications (other than the initial filing fee of $54 *)

•

Some Fair Work applications (other than the initial filing fee of

•

Appeals from a single judge to a Full Court in Human Rights and

$62.40 *)

some Fair Work applications
•

Applications to set aside a subpoena by an applicant who is not a

party to the proceeding
•

Some appeals under section 14ZZ of the Tax Administration Act

1953 to the Court or from a single judge of the Court to a Full Court
•

Some appeals from the Taxation Appeals Division of the

Administrative Appeals Tribunal
•

Criminal matters

•

Remittals and referrals from the High Court

•

Cases stated or questions reserved for the consideration or opinion

•

References of questions of law by a Tribunal or other body with

of the Court

power to refer a question of law to the Court
•

Proceedings in respect of an international convention to which

Australia provides no fee is to be payable
•

Referrals to the Court by the Commissioner of Taxation on objection

decisions as defined in Part IVC of the Taxation Administration Act 1953
• · Applications for an extension of hme within which particular
proceeding may be commenced
•

Setting-down fees in interlocutory applications

•

Setting-down and hearing fees in proceedings under the Bankruptcy

Act 196~ 3

43

Federal Court of Australia, Exemption of Some Types of Applications, at

http://www.fedcomi.gov.au/fff/fff waiver.html, (last visited 25 August 2011).
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3.2.5 High Court of Australia

For Collecting the Court Fees of the High Court, the rate is lower than
in the Federal Court of Australia because most cases have been done in Federal Court
of Australia. So, the Collecting Court Fees in High Court is not as complicated as in
the Federal Court of Australia. In addition, Collecting Court Fees depends on work
done in the Federal Court of Australia make the parties negotiate with each other for
the best solution on the case, because the longer the proceeding, the more court fees
are to be charged.
The High Court collects Court Fees 44 from the plaintiff and defendant
differently from the Federal Court of Australia. The High Court collects Court Fees at
the same rate at which the rate is $282.10 on the day of suing or defending from the
party. In addition, there is no separate rate between a corporation and an individual
when the parties can negotiate together, so it is not necessary to hear the judgment
from the High Court. In the case where they cannot negotiate and desire to hear the
judgment, the High Court will charge an additional $82. 45

3.3 Japanese Court Fees
The Supreme Court, the Highest Court, is the Final Court of appeal in civil
and criminal cases. The Constitution's Article 81 designates it as "the court of last
resort with power to determine the constitutionality of any law, order, regulation, or
official act." The Supreme Court is also responsible for nominating judges to lower
courts, determining judicial procedures, overseeing the judicial system, including the
activities of public prosecutors, and disciplining judges and other judicial personnel. It
renders decisions from either a grand bench of fifteen justices or a petit bench of five.
The grand bench is required for cases involving constitutionality. The Court includes
twenty research clerks, whose function is similar to that of the clerks of the United
States Supreme Court.

44

High Court Rules 2004, Rules 52.02.

45

High Court Amendment Rules 2011, Schedule II.
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The judicial system is unitary: there is no independent system of prefectural
level courts equivalent to the State Courts of the United States. Below the Supreme
Court, the Japanese system included eight High Courts, fifty District Courts, and fifty
Family Courts in the late 1980s. Four of each of the last two types of Courts were
located in Hokkaido, and one of each in the remaining forty-six rural prefectures,
urban prefectures, and the Tokyo Metropolitan District. Summary Courts, located in
575 cities and towns in the late 1980s, performed the functions of small courts and
justices of the peace in the United States, having jurisdiction over minor offenses and
civil cases.

3.3.1 Japanese Judicial System

Administrative Cases refer to cases in which a party is dissatisfied with
an act conducted by an administrative organization of the state or a local government,
and demands the decision of the Court on that dissatisfaction. They include those
cases where a party demands cancellation of an imposition of tax ordered by the
district director of the tax office or of the revoking of a driver's licence, and where a
party demands confirmation of the invalidity of an election. Procedures for
administrative litigation are conducted in accordance with the Administrative Case
Litigation Law as well as rules of civil litigation procedures. 46
High Court
High Courts are located in eight major cities in Japan: Tokyo, Osaka,
Nagoya, Hiroshima, Fukuoka; Sendai, Sapporo, and Takamatsu. Each High Court has
its own territorial j urisdiction over one of eight parts of Japan. Some High Courts
have branches. There are six branches throughout Japan. In addition, in April 2005,
the Intellectual Property High Court was newly established as a special branch of the
Tokyo High Court, which handles cases relating to intellectual property only. Each
High Court consists of a President and other high court judges. High courts, except for
the Intellectual Property High Court, have jurisdiction over appeals filed against
46

Chapter V, The Secretariat of the Judicial Reform Council, The Japanese

Judicial System, at http://www.kantei.go.jp/foreign/judiciary/Q_620system.html, (last
visited 27 August 2011).
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judgments rendered by District Courts in the First Instance or Family Courts and
appeals against rulings, except those over which the Supreme Court has jurisdiction as
provided specifically in the Codes of Procedure. However, while appeals in criminal
cases originating in Summary Courts come directly to High Courts, appeals in civil
cases originating in Summary Courts are usually brought first to District Courts and
then final appeals are lodged with High Courts.
In addition, High Courts have original jurisdiction over administrative
cases on election, insurrection cases, etc. The Tokyo High Court also has exclusive
original jurisdiction over cases to rescind decisions of such quasi-judicial agencies as
the Fair Trade Commission.
The Intellectual Property High Court exclusively handles cases relating
to intellectual property as appeals from District Courts in civil cases relating to patent
rights and actions against trial decisions made by the Japan Patent Office.
Cases in a High Court are handled by a three-judge panel in principle. In
addition, insurrection cases, j udges' disciplinary cases, and cases to rescind decisions
of the Fair Trade Commission, and other cases are handled by a five-j udge panel.
National Tax Tribunal is a body that adjudicates on requests for
examination in connection with disposition effected under national tax law. The
Tribunal was established in 1970 as NTA's subsidiary organization separate from
disposition agencies in charge of national tax collection (National Tax Administration, tax
offices, etc.) to ensure that through correct and prompt adjudication taxpayers'
legitimate rights and interests are remedied and tax administration is properly carried
out as well. In July 1984, its designation was changed from an "affiliated institution"
to a "special institution." So if the taxpayer is not satisfied with the decision made by
the President of National Tax Tribunal, he or she may then bring the matter to a
judicial court (High Court) within three months of the date that a taxpayer was
informed of a decision concerning a request for reconsideration, because a decision of
the President of National Tax Tribunal is an administrative order which is in the
jurisdiction of High Court. 47
47

Masatami Otsuka, lchiro Otsuka, Eiichiro Nakatani, Tax law in Japan,

ed. (Kluwer Law International, 2006), pp.49-52 .
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3.3.2 Court Fees in Japan
When a person files a complaint with the Court, he also must affix
certain amounts of revenue stamps as filing fees. The amount of the filing fees
depends on the type of claim and the amount claimed by the plaintiff. As a rule of
thumb, the following formulae may be useful.

Table 1 Filing fees for amount claimed at district courts
Amount claimed

Filing fee

Less than JPY 1 million

n*x one percent

JPY 1 million to JPY 5 million
JPY 5 million to JPY 10 million

\~ l

n x 0.5 percent+ JPY 5,000
n x 0.4 percent+ JPY 10,000

JPY 10 million to JPY 1 billion

n x 0.3 percent+ JPY 20,000

JPY 1 billion to JPY 5 billion

n x 0.2 percent+ JPY 1,020,000

More than JPY 5 billion

(J~

n x 0.1 percent+ JPY 6,020,000

''/

Some other expenses may be necessary, depending on the course of
proceedings. For example, a party that requests examination of witnesses during the
proceedings must pay travel and other expenses for the witnesses. The prevailing
party may recover the "cost of proceedings" when the judgment is entered. However, .
the recoverable cost of the proceeding is limited to the filing fee_, and does not include
the attorney's fee.

3.4

German Court Fees
The Federal Republic of Germany is a democratic constitutional state that

guarantees stable laws, the protection of liberties, and equality before the law. This is
essentially ensured by the Basic Law, as the principles of a democratic constitutional ·
state are enshrined in the constitution. The German Supreme Court, namely the
Federal Constitutional Court, monitors maintenance of these rights and the
preservation of justice. In Germany the administration of justice is divided into five
branches: ordinary, labor, administrative, Social and Financial Courts. In a normal
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case there are three higher tiers that can re-assess Court Decisions. The plaintiffs and
the accused can appeal against a Court Ruling. Thereupon the litigation goes before a
"higher" Court and a Ruling is handed down. Not until the third level has been
reached is there no longer any right of appeal and the litigation thus comes to an end.

3.4.1 German Judicial System

Articles 92-96 of the German Constitution (Grundgesetz) establish the
Court structure in Germany. As a Federal Republic, Germany's Courts are divided
between the Federation (Bund) and 16 states (Lander). At the federal level there is a
Supreme Courts for each of the six m ajor j urisdictions: constitutional, ordinary,
labour, social, tax, and administrative courts, as well as a special military tribunal and
a Federal Patent Courts. The regional and higher regional courts are, at the same time,
courts of appeal of their respective states.
1. The Constitutional Courts (Verfassungsgerichte)
The Federal Constitutional Courts (Bundesverfassungsgericht BVerfG) The Federal Constitutional Courts is the highest court in Germany and it is
located in Karlsruhe. There are 16 judges, with exclusive jurisdiction over issues
relating to the Federal Constitution (Grundgesetz) and the protection of fundamental
rights of individual citizens as defined in the Basic Law.
The

State

Constitutional

Courts

(Landesverfassungsgerichte;

Staatsgerichtshofe) The ,,State Constitutional Courts are not in the same hierarchical
structure as the Federal Constitutional Courts, but rather each is a court of first and
last instance in its own hierarchy. Each State Constitutional Courts has exclusive
jurisdiction over its State Constitution (Landesverfassung).
2. Courts of Ordinary Jurisdiction (Ordentliche Gerichte)
The Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof - BGH)
Located in Karlsruhe (Baden-Wuerttemberg), the Federal Court of
Justice represents the Final Courts of appeals for all cases originating in the regional
and appellate courts and holds no original jurisdiction. Appeals on questions of law to
the Federal Court of Justice are restricted to cases where the Higher Regional Courts
either expressly grant a leave to appeal or where the dispute is of general importance.
The Higher Regional Courts (Oberlandesgerichte - OLG)
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The 24 higher Regional Courts primarily review points of law raised
in appeals from the lower courts. For cases originating in local courts, this is the level
of final appeal. These courts also hold original jurisdiction in cases of treason and
anti-constitutional activity. Similar to the regional courts, the higher Regional Courts
are divided into panels of judges, arranged according to legal specialisation.
The Regional Courts (Landgerichte - LG)
There are 116 regional courts, divided into two sections, the
(Zivilkammem) and criminal (Strafkammern). Regional courts function as courts of
appeals for decisions from the local courts and hold original jurisdiction in most
major civil and criminal matters.
The Local Courts (Amtsgerichte - AG)
ese 675 Courts hear cases of minor criminal offences or small
civil suits. These Courts also carry out routine legal functions, such as probate. Some
local Courts are staffed by two or more professional judges, but most have only one
judge, who is assisted by lay judges in criminal cases.
3. Specialised Courts
In addition to the Constitutional Courts and the Ordinary Courts,
there are also four specialised Courts, with a similar structure to the Ordinary Courts.
Labour Courts (Arbeitsgerichte - ArbG)
The Arbeitsgerichtsbarkeit is the employment law jurisdiction, and
includes trade union disputes. The Federal Labour courts (Bundesarbeitsgericht) is
located in Erfurt.
Social Courts (Sozialgerichte)
The Sozialgerichtsbarkeit is the 'social' jurisdiction, covering public
law disputes relating to state welfare payments and the like. The Federal Social Courts
(Bundessozialgericht) is located in Kassel.
Financial Courts (Finanzgerichte)
The Finanzgerichtsbarkeit is the fiscal jurisdiction, taking in public
law disputes relating to taxation. The Federal Financial Courts (Bundesfinanzhof) is
located in Munich.
Administrative Courts (Verwaltungsgerichte)
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This is the general administrative jurisdiction, covering all public
law disputes of a non-constitutional nature. The Federal Administrative Courts
(Bundesverwaltungsgericht) is located in Leipzig.
Decision made by tax authorities which taxpayer dissatisfy, it can be
filed to the Financial Courts and decisions of the Financial Courts may be appealed by
either party within one month after they are served on the parties. The appeal is
referred to as Revision if taken from a judgment by the Financial Courts and as
Beschwerde if taken against a ruling. It is filed with the Federal Financial Courts,
which is the Highest Courts in the tax court system. 4 8

3.4.2 Court Fees in Germany

Court Costs are laid down by law and also depend on the value of the
matter in controversy. The Court Fees are calculated pursuant to the Court Fees Act
(Gerichtskostengesetz, GKG) and depend on the value of the claim/the amount in
dispute, which corresponds to a base fee defined by statute. To start the proceedings,
the plaintiff has to pay the Court Fees in advance.
There are also Court Costs for filing the petition to start the lawsuit,
Court Costs vary depending on the type of case, type of Court, and level of the Court
in which the case is heard. Just as in the U.S., there are lower Courts, Courts of
Appeal and a "Supreme" Court (comparable to the U.S. Supreme Court). 49
The Court Fees are related to a legal table. Therefore this scale of fees is
bound by law. The amount of the Court Fees depends on the sum in dispute (amount
in controversy, amount of the c1aim). For instance, the Court Fees for a claim of
10.000,00 EUR amounts to 588,00 EUR and a claim of20.000,00 EUR amounts to up
to 864,00 EUR. Important: to initiate court proceedings the plaintiff has to pay 3
(court) fees in advance. If the application is the subject of oral proceedings and if the
case is not ended by withdrawal of the application before conclusion of the oral
48

Tax Procedure: Tax Litigation and Dispute Resolution in Germany, at

http://www.mondag.com/article.asp?articleid=7706, (last visited 30 August 2011).
49

Court Costs in Germany, at http://www.rabitzer.de/en/debt-colJection/

lawyers-a-court-costs, (last visited 30 August 2011) .
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proceedings, acknowledgement of debt, waiver or settlement, a higher fee is payable,
equal to 300%. The Costs are borne primarily by the party against whom the Court
awards costs in its ruling - additionally, the applicant, as the instigator of the case, is
also liable for costs.
The following schedule shows the total fees for the Court50 (3 fees). In
case the plaintiff initiates an order to pay a debt (default summons), only 1 Court Fee
is to be paid initially. The Court basically refunds 2 fees in case of a settlement at
court or no court hearing took place.
Sum in

Fee ...

dispute up to ... Euro

Euro

300

25

600

1,200

~
.~

45

~~

55
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~

1,500
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3,000

4,000
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155,000
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1,1 56

170,000
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1,256

185,000
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i,3 56

200,000

1,456

151

230,000

1,606

8,000

166

260,000

1,756

9,000

181

290,000

1,906

10,000

196

320,000

2,056

13,000

219

350,000

2,206

16,000

242

380,000

2,356
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19,000

265

410,000

2,506

22,000

288

440,000

2,656

25 ,000

311

470,000

2,806

30,000

340

500,000

2,956

35,000

369

3.5 Canadian Court Fees
Canada's legal system is unique from many others in that the Quebec Act of
1774 created two systems oflaw- the "Civil Law" governing those in Quebec and a
Common Law System in all other provinces. The Common Law System of Justice,
similar to that in the U.S., relies on the historical record of court interpretations of
laws over the years. The Civil Law System in Quebec uses court decisions to interpret
the intentions and allowable authority of law-makers, but also relies on a written Civil
Code that sets out standards of acceptable behavior or conduct in private legal
relationships.5 1
~

IE£

3.5.1 Canadian Judicial System
The Tax Court of Canada has a very specialised jurisdiction. It hears
disputes over federal taxes, primarily under the federal Income Tax Act, between
taxpayers and the federal government. Appeals lie from the Tax Court to the Federal
Court of Appeal 52 . In the case that the taxpayer is not satisfied with the Court
Decision, he/she can file the case to the Federal Court of Appeal which will hear
appeals from decisions rendered by the Federal Court, the Tax Court of Canada and
certain groups of Federal Administrative Tribunals like the National Energy Board
and the federal labour board. All judges of the Federal Court are ex officio judges of

51

Canada's Legal System, at http://www.blakes.com/DBIC/guide/html/

legal system.html, (last visited 30 August 2011).
52

Peter James McCormick, Canada's Courts, (James Lorimer & Company,

1994), p.24.
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the Federal Court of Appeal, and vice versa, although it is rare that a judge of one
court will sit as a member of the other.
The taxpayer rejects the proposal, a Re-assessment will be issued.
Taxpayers have 90 days to file a Notice of Objection, which moves the file to an
internal appeal at CRA ( Canada Revenue Agency ). If still dissatisfied with the result
of that Appeal, the taxpayer has another 90 days to appeal to the Tax Court of Canada,
which hears appeals in the "Informal" Procedure, if the tax is under $12,000, or more
formally in the General Procedure if the tax in dispute is greater than $12,000. The
time limits are critically important.

3.5.2 Court Fees in Canada

RS/

The Tax Court of Canada collect Court Fees at the time of filing the
case by dividing into 3 different classes; Class A, Class B and Class C. Class A
includes appeals dealing with amounts of less than $50,000. Tax Courts will collect a
court fee at $250.

Class B includes appeals dealing with amounts of $50,000 to

$150,000, with Court Fees charge of $400. Class C includes appeals dealing with
amounts of ov€r $150,000, and the Tax Courts will collect Court Fees of $550. 53

LABO

53
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Fees and Costs in the Tax Court and Federal Court of Canada, at

http://www.vsi-isbc.org/eng/regulations/pdf/background fees.pdf,
August 2011).
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Chapter 4
Analyzing the Problem of Collecting Court Fees
in Tax Courts
Court Fees is a cost in the Court which the plaintiff has to pay for receiving
the service from the Court, at the same time, if the rate is too high, the case
management is not efficiency enough, the plaintiff will have to responsible for a high
amount of Court Fees but the Court can relief the Court Fees for the plaintiff by
using the discretion to issue an order to permit an exemption on Court Fees for poor
person or permit the plaintiff to enter the Petty Case, however, the Tax Courts has
the power under Section 17 to apply the relief on Court Fees for the plaintiff in the
tax case.

4.1

The Problem of Collecting Court Fees in Tax Courts
The Problem of Collecting Court Fees in the Tax Courts of Thailand is the

rate, which is unreasonable because The Tax Courts does not have a provision in
regard to Court Fees in the Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Court
B.E.2528. So the Tax Courts must collect the Court Fees at the same rate of The
Civil Procedure Code by using the power under Section 17 which permits the Tax
Courts to apply any provision in the Civil Procedure Code mutatis mutandis.
However, most tax cases are different from cases in Civil Courts, because in one case
there is usually more than one claim and the Court will collect Court Fees as a
percentage from the sum within each claim for each case, at the time of filing a case
to the Tax Courts. The rates are as follows: In cases where the relief applied for is
not computable in terms of money, the Court Fees shall be charged according to the
amount as follows ;
a. Other plaints out of those specified in (b )and( c), if the capital does not
exceed 50,000,000 baht, a charge of 2% will apply but not over 200,000 baht

51
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practice, there are many cases where the Court Fees is unreasonable, so the party in
51
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the case tries to avoid paying the Court Fees, such as in a case in which the sum is
10,000,000 and the party sues the case for five claims and then every claim has a
charge of 200,000 baht, which is the highest rate, so in this case the total amount of
the Court Fees is 1,000,000 baht (200,000*5=1 ,000,000 baht ). Such was the case in
the Supreme Courts Decision No.4866/2541 in which the plaintiff tried to
consolidate the case to make the trial occur at one time. In addition, the highest rate
of Court Fees is not good enough for the efficiently in a case because the Court Fees
will be collected at the time of filing a case with a high Court Fees, but the trial takes
too much time which by the high Court Fees, the party should receive a faster trial to
serve his claim.
Collecting Court Fees in the Tax Courts of Thailand is the same as the
High Courts of Japan which calculates the Court Fees as a percentage and depends
on the amount of the claim within the case but the rate of Tax Courts of Thailand is
higher. However, in other countries such as USA, Australia, Germany, and Canada,
they provide a fixed rate for the Court Fees. In addition, the rate in these countries is
lower than in Thailand and Japan because the Court does not on y collect a Court
Fees at a fixed rate, but the Court also collects Court Fees depending on parts of the
work done. For example, the Federal Court of Australia divides the Court Fees into
two different types, a corporation rate and an individual rate, with the rate for
corporations being always higher than that for the individual because the ability to
pay Court Fees for cqworations is higher than that of an individual. Moreover, the
Court also collects Court Fees on the amount of days of the proceeding in which
each day has different rate, but if the case takes more than 10 days, the plaintiff will
be charged at the highest rate of $5 ,068 for . the corporation and $2,384 for the
individual. Meanwhile, the Financial Court of Germany also collects Court Fees at a
low rate at the time of filing a case, but if the parties do not end the case as soon as
possible the Court will increase the Court Fees by more than 300% from the total
amount of Court Fees. Canadian Tax Courts is another Court which separates the
Court Fees into 3 classes by which each class has a specific rate for the plaintiff such
as Class A at $250, Class B at $400 and $550 for Class C. In addition, the US Tax
Court collects Court Fees at a very low rate, $60 but attorney costs in the US is quite
high.
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However, there is an exemption and reduction on Court Costs for
people, as shown in the exception in Section 156 or a Petty Case, but one problem is
that the Tax Courts does not issue an order to permit a tax case to enter a Petty Case.
The Petty Case is one of legal aids for reducing Court Fees in the Court, however, in
the case which can be computed in terms of money not exceeding 300,000 baht52 , the
Court Fees will not be more than 1,000 baht53 . The plaintiff in a tax case can file a
written plaint or appear to the Court in person to state his claims orally before the
54

Court

,

and the Tax Courts has the power under Section 17 of the Act for

Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Court B.E.2528, to permit the plaintiff to
enter a Petty Case 55 , however, many tax'"cases have a sum of over 300,000 baht, so
the plaintiff cannot enter the Petty Case because it does not cover major groups of
people who desire to sue the tax case. In addition, the tax case is more complicated
than the ordinary civil case which can transfer to a Petty Case such as in the Supreme
Court Decision No.5204/2547; in which the sum in this case was 1,500,000 baht
which exceeded 300,000 baht which is determined in Section 189 to enter a Petty
Case. However, the Court issued an order to permit this case to enter as a Petty Case
because this was a case in which the plaintiff claimed only the payment of a
52

The Civil Procedure Code, Section 189; "Petty cases are the following:

(1 ) The cases where relief applied for can be computed in term of money
not exceeding three hundred thousand baht or not exceeding the sum as prescribed
by the Royal Decree".
53

The Civil Procedure Code, Section 190 quarter, "In a petty case a plaintiff

shall pay the Court fees as on the first schedule appended to this code, but total court
fees shall pay not over one thousand baht".
54

The Civil Procedure Code, Section 191 , "The plaintiff may enter a petty

case, either by filing a written plaint or by appearing in person to state his claims
orally before the court".
55

Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Court B.E.2528,

Section 17 "Proceeding in the tax court shall comply with this provisions of this Act
and the Rule issued under section 20. Any matter of proceedings not specifically
provided in this Act and such Rules shall comply with the provisions of the Civil
Procedure Code mutatis mutandis".
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determinate sum of money recoverable under a bill of which the acceptance and
payment had been refused and it w as not a complicated case. However, the principle
of the Petty Case includes a sum which does not exceed 300,000 baht. Moreover, in a
complicated case, the Court may also issue an order to permit the case to enter a
Petty Case 56 . So, the Petty Case is a legal aid to relieve people of Court Fees within
a civil case under the Civil Procedure Code, however, it has not been applied to the
tax case, although the Tax Courts can apply to the tax case by the power of the Act
for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Court B.E.2528, Section 17.
Another one is the exception for Court Fees: The exception for Court
Fees is a legal aid in the Civil Procedure Code Section 156, to provide a free trial for
poor people, but exception for Court Fees will depend on the discretion of the Court
because according to Section 156, the Court shall have the power to issue an order to
permit an exception of all or dismiss part of a case, however, the Tax Courts has the
power under Section 17 to apply an exception for a poor person in a tax case. In a
case that the Court issues an order to dismiss a motion or permit a part of a case, the
applicant can 1le an appeal against such a order within seven days from the date of
receiving an order, and the order of the Appeal Courts shall be final, however, the
problem of exception on the Court Fees is that the if a person does not prove being
poor, the Court will not issue an order to permit an exception on Court Fees such as
in the Supreme Court Decision No.2622/2549 or Supreme Court Decision
No.3696/2546. These two cases in regard to the Court order to dismiss or permit a
part for exception in the cases, where the Court did not believe that the party could
pay the Court Fees, but there is no specific definition regarding the definition of poor
in any law of Thailand, so the exception on Court Fees depends on the discretion of
the Court.
Moreover, a poor person is a person who deserves to be exempted from
Court Fees in the Tax Courts, because the taxpayer is not able to pay fines and

56

The Civil Procedure Code, Section 189, "Petty cases are the following:
( 1) The cases where relief applied for can be computed in term of money

not exceeding three hundred thousand baht or not exceeding the sum as prescribed
by the Royal Decree".
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surcharges for the Revenue Department, so they file a case in the Tax Courts for
justice, but if the Court Fees in the Tax Courts which is calculated on the sum of the
case is high, they may not file the case to the Court. However, there is only one
condition on the exception of Court Fees: The plaintiff must be poor while the AAT
defines a specific condition to be reduced from the Court Fees in the Federal Court
of Australia. For example, a person holding Health care card, the Pensioner
Concession, the Commonwealth Seniors Health Card.

4.2

The Problem of Efficiency of Case Management in the Tax Courts
The Court in Thailand collects Court Fees as a percentage of the sum in a

case at the time of filing, because it is not complicated and it is easy to collect Court
Fees. In addition, not much time is spent for collecting Court Fees. However, the trial
in the court of Thai! and spends a lot of time on one case which is not good enough
for the amount that the plaintiff has to pay to the Court. In the case hat the plaintiff
pays a high Court Fees, the plaintiff should receive a fast and efficient trial. On the
other hand, countries that collect Court Fees depending on work done and type of
plaintiff, will spend much more time on collecting, but the trial is shorter and more
efficient because the Court has to work faster to end one part of the case and collect
Court Fees from the next part of the case such as in the case that the Court finished
the proceeding and the party payed the Court Fees for the Court Decision, so the
Court had to make a judgment as quickly as possible. In addition, collecting Court
Fees from parts of work is good for the party, because coll ecting Court Fees for each
part of work has a different rate, such as in the Federal Court· of Australia, the
collecting Court Fee of the Federal Court is complicated; there are two types of
Court Fees, first, the Court Fees for a corporation and second, the Court Fees for an
individual . Each type has a different rate such as in suing, a corporation will be
charged $2, 142 and an individual $894. However, for the hearing of an application
in an issue for the 2nd, 3rd, 4th day, or part of a day the party shall pay another $1,428
for corporations and $712 for individuals, and if the case has not been done by Court
Decision, for the 5t\ 6th, ih, 81h, and 9th days, or part of a day afterward, the
corporation will be charged another $2,568 and $1, 184 for the individual. Moreover,
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for the 101h, and subsequent days, or part of a day afterward, the Federal Court of
Australia will charge a corporation $5,068 and $2,384 for an individual. For hearing
a proceeding or an issue in questioning within a proceeding, the corporation also has
to pay another $3,569 and $1,786 for the individual. However, in the High Court of
Australia, a collection of the Court Fees at one rate of $272 at the time of suing, if
the party desires to hear the judgment, the party has to pay another $72.10.
Collecting Court Fees depending on parts of work can save money for the party and
the case will be ended faster because the party will not expect to be charged more
fees, and the judge in any case will have to proceed in the case faster because if the
judge would make a late decision, the party would be charged more fees . In
Germany, the Court Fees is not separated as in the Federal Court of Australia. The
Financial Courts will collect Court Fees depending on the sum at the time of the
suing, same as in Thailand and Japan. However, in the case in which the party ends
a case late, a higher fee will be charged equal to 300% of the total Court Fees 57 . In
Japan, the collecting of Court Fees does not depend on parts of work, so the Court
Fees will be collected as a percentage of the sum of the case, however, the Court will
not collect additional Court Fees in case the case ends late, the same as the Financial
Court of Germany. In addition, the Court Fees in Canadian Tax Court is divided into
three classes, each class has different rate, for example, the Court Fees in class A is
$250, class B is $400 and class c is $550.
In Thailand, coll ecting Court Fees in Supreme Court still apply the same
Schedule I in the Civil Procedure Code which calculate as percentage on a sum in a
case but a rate is still high, on the other hand, for example, in High Court of
Australia, a Court Fees rate is in a low fixed amount ($272) and no separate type of
plaintiff, moreover the settle down fees is cheap as $79.10.
Collecting Court Fees from parts of work can solve the Problem on the
Efficiency of a Case Management because every part of work has its price so when
the party pays for each part, they expect to receive it quickly and efficiently for the
trial, in order to save time in the Court, and the Court has to work harder because if
they work less, they cannot collect as many Comt Fees. On the other hand, if they work
more, they can collect more Court Fees so the income from Court Fees will increase.
57
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Recommendation

5.1

Conclusion
The Problem of Collecting Court Fees in Tax Courts: The Collecting of Court

Fees in the Civil Courts and the Tax Courts is the same, but tax cases have a higher
claim than in the civil cases. In the case that a taxpayer is not satisfied with the
decision of the commissioner and desires to bring the case to the Tax Courts, he has
to pay a Court Fees for every claim within the case, such as the sum in one case at
10,000,000 baht with five claims, so the total Court Fees is 1,000,000 baht
(200,000* 5= 1,000,000), and the Court collects Court Fees at the time of filing a case.
However, the Efficiency of each case is not matched because the tax payer has to pay
a high Court Fees but receives a long trial. In addition, according to Access to Justice
in regard to the Court Fees, the rate of the Court Fees which is unreasonable becomes
a barrier fo r the taxpayer, however, collecting Court Fees in the Tax Courts still
becomes a barrier for the taxpayer to sue the case. In addition, the number of
Supreme Court Decisions in regard to the Court Fees in Tax Courts is increasing
because some plaintiffs are trying to avoid paying Court Fees such as in the Supreme
Court Decision No. 4866/2541 . And in a Petty Case, the principle of the Petty Case,
which is prescribed in Section 189 of the Civ"l Procedure Code to permit the case
which has the sum not exceeding 300,000 babt58 to enter a Petty Case by collecting a
Court Fees not exceeding 1,000 baht. 59 In a normal case, the plaintiff can enter a
58

The Civil Procedure Code, Section 189, "Petty cases are the following:

( 1) The cases where relief applied for can be computed in term of money not
exceeding three hundred thousand baht or not exceeding the sum as prescribed by the
Royal Decree".
59

The Civil Procedure Code, Section 190 quarter, "In a petty case a plaintiff

shall pay the Court fees as on the first schedule appended to this code, but total court
fees shall pay not over one thousand baht".
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Petty Case more easily than in a tax case because some groups of people can enter a
Petty Case, but there are still many cases which cannot be considered as a Petty Case
because the sum in the case exceeds 300,000 baht. Moreover, the tax case is a
complicated case, so the Tax Courts has never issued an order to permit a plaintiff to
enter a Petty Case, such as in the Supreme Court Decision No.5204/2547 in which
the sum in this case was 1,500,000 baht, but the Court issued an order to permit the
plaintiff to enter a Petty Case. So, in practice, the amount of cases that can be
considered as a Petty Case in the Tax Courts is many, but the tax case is a
complicated case, so the Tax Courts still does not issue an order to permit such a
case to enter a Petty Case.
An exception for the Court Fees was prescribed in Section 156 of the Civil

Procedure Code 60 , so a poor person can file a motion to the Court of First Instance to
be exempt from the Court Fees but there is no definition on the word poor so it
depends on the discretion of the Court to issue an order to permit or dismiss or
permit a part of a case. However, for cases in the Tax Courts, most of the plaintiffs
are not poor and the sum in a case is often higher than 300,000 baht, so they cannot
file a motion to the Tax Courts for exemption from the Court Fees even though the
Tax Courts has the power to apply that provision by the power of Section 17 of the
Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Court B.E.252861

60

*

0

*

The Civil Procedure Code, Section 156 "A person desiring to apply for the

exception of the Court fees in suing or defending shall file a motion with the Court of
First Instance in which the case is to be or has been entered together with his plaint,
petition of appeal or Dika appeal, interpleading or answer, as the case may be, if such
a person becomes unable to pay the Court fees afterwards, he may file his motion at
any time".
61

Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Court B.E.2528,

Section 17, "Proceeding in the tax court shall comply with this provisions of this Act
and the Rule issued under section 20. Any matter of proceedings not specifically
provided in this Act and such Rules shall comply with the provisions of the Civil
Procedure Code mutatis mutandis".
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The Problem of Efficiency of Case Management in the Tax Courts: In
Thailand, the Court collects Court Fees depending on the amount of the sum in the
case, but not exceeding 200,000 baht on a claim at the time of filing the case,
because it is easy to collect. However, the procedure in the Court is not good enough
for the party because when the party pays a high Court Fees, it is expected to receive
a fast and efficient trial. On the other hand, collecting Court Fees from a part of work
is better because the party in a case can save money and time on trial. Moreover, the
Court has to work harder because if the Court works harder and faster, the Court can
collect more Court Fees from the next part of the procedure such as in the Federal
Court of Australia which collects Court Fees depending on work done, so there are
two rates for the Court Fees, fi rst is a corporation rate and second is an individual
rate, so the rate for corporations is always higher than for an individual. Moreover, if
the trial takes much time the Com1 Fees will be higher. The collecting of Court Fees
from a part of work done can make the Court work faster, and the case can be done
faster.

5.2

Recommendations
RI I.

5.2 .1 It is, to recommend that the Tax Courts should have a specific schedule
by passing the Acts through the Parliament of Thailand for the Tax Courts Fees to
provide a special rate because in many of the tax cases, the tax payer already has to
pay for the fine and surcharge in the tax assessment of the assessment official, after
this Act is initially announced in the Royal Gazette, the Tax Courts will have a
specific schedule for the Court Fees to apply within the tax cases. In addition,
collecting a Court Fees for every claim in a case at the time of filing a case should be
developed to collect Court Fees from parts of work done such as at the time of filing
the case, and separate the rate for the amount of days for hearing in the Court. In case
the hearing takes five days, then another Court Fees could be collected but higher
than that at the time of filing the case, so in case the hearing of the Court takes more
than ten days, then another Court Fees could be collected but at a higher rate.
However, if the parties are satisfied with the hearing, they can stop the trial without
the decision of the Court, but if the parties desire to hear the Court Decision, they
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have to pay another Court Fees for the Court Judgment. In addition, the Tax Courts
should separate types of Court Fees into two types; for corporations and for
individuals in which each has a different rate.
5.2.2 In addition, in case that all or any of the parties are the same and the
trial of these cases may be facilitated if carried on together, the Tax Courts should
consolidate the case by using the discretion because collecting Court Fees from a
part of work is still a collection of Court Fees from every claim, so if there is no
consolidation, Court Fees will be higher than collecting Court Fees like how it is at
the present. However, it can solve the Problem of Cases Management of the work,
as it causes the Court to work hardeF and. faster because if the Court and the clerks
don't work faster, the income of the Court will decrease. On the other hand, the
plaintiff can control the procedure by negotiating in order to end the case and save on
Court Fees.
An Efficiency of a Case Management can help the party save Court
Fees by planning to negotiate each other to end a case, in addition, the procedure in a
Court will be ended efficiently and the amount of a case pending will be less.
5.2 .3 1t is, to recommend that the Court should determine a new condition
for a person who will be exempted from Court Fees such as by determining the
definition of "P.oor" and by providing other conditions to cover more groups of
people. For example, because the Court in Thailand issues an order by the Discretion
of the Court, and by focusing on the interpretation.
The conditions fo r a person to be exempted from the Tax Courts Fees
should be specified, and not only the poor who are unable to pay the Court Fees, but
also the unemployed, the taxpayer who has a low revenue, young people and the
elderly as in the condition for reduce court fee rate in Federal Court of Australia, For
example, a person who hold Health Care Card, Pensioner Concession Card, and The
Commonwealth Seniors Health Card. However, a person who exempted from Tax
Court Fees can be individual or juristic person. 62
62

The Civil Procedure Code, Section 156, "A person desiring to apply for the

exception of the Court fees in suing or defending shall file a motion with the Court of
First Instance in which the case is to be or has been entered together with his plaint,
petition of appeal or Dika appeal, interpleading or answer, as the case may be, if such
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However, in a Petty Case, the Tax Courts should determine the
provision in regard to Petty Cases within the Tax Courts because in an ordinary civil
case, cases that are not complicated can considered as a Petty Case but in for a tax
case, it is a complicated case, so the Tax Court should have a specific provision in
the Act for the Establishment of and Procedure for Tax Court B.E.2528. Moreover, a
Petty Case should be determined differently in the Act for the Establishment of and
Procedure for Tax Court B.E.2528, because a tax case which enters a Petty Case will
have a fast trial with a low Court Fees, however, The Tax Courts should specify that
a tax case can enter a Petty Case even if it is a complicated case. In addition, The Tax
Court should extend the limit by wb ich a case can be considered as a Petty Case,
because it is the jurisdiction of the Court to issue an order to permit the taxpayer to
enter a Petty Case.

The taxpayer can save on Court Fees and have a fast trial.

Moreover, the amount of tax cases in Tax Courts which are pending for judgment
will decrease.
Legal Assistances in Tax Courts are very important for taxpayers who
desire to file a case to the Tax Courts but who are concerned about-the total amount
of Court Fees which they are liable to pay. On the other hand, if most of the
taxpayers can enter as a Petty Case, the amount of tax cases filed to the Tax Courts
will increase because the taxpayer is able to pay the Court Fees and think that Access
to Justice is an easier process.

a person becomes unable to pay the Court fees afterwards, he may file his motion at
any time".
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Schedule I; Civil Procedure of Thailand B.E.2551 COURT FEES
[Fees of appearing in Court]
Nature of

Amount

Rate

Remark

proceedings

[l]Cases where the

For court fees

relief applied for Is

according to

not computable in

[a],[b]and[c] ifthe

terms of money, the

odd money of total

Court fees shall be

amount is lower

charged according
to the amount as

~~\'JE Stry

than one baht, it
shall be rounded
off.

follows;
[a]Other plaints out

Not over

2% but not over

of those specified

50,000,000 baht

200,000 baht

Amount over

0.1%

in [b]and[c].

=

50,000,000 baht up

[b]Application to

Not over fifty

0.5% of the amount

the Court for

million baht

applied for Court's

enforcement of an
award made by an
arbitrator in the

0

'If,~

SINCE

*;}"1t11i

country or

enforcement but
not over 50,000

a

baht

application for
revocation of
arbitrator's award
in the country.
Amount over fifty

0.1%

million baht up
Application for the

Not over fifty

1% of the amount

Court' s

million baht

applied for the

enforcement of an

Court's

~
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arbitrator's award

enforcement but

in foreign countries

not over 100,000

or application for

baht

revocation of an
arbitrator's award
in foreign
countries.
0.1%

Amount over fifty
million baht up
[c]Application

Not over fifty

-1% of amount of

million baht

debt demanded but

for the enforcement
or foreclosure of a

not over 100,000

mortgage

baht

Q..

0.1%

Amount over fifty
million baht up

(2]Cases wher the

The court fees shall

relief applied for is

not be collected for
ROr

not computable in
terms of money

l

f,RIEl.

appeal according to
I 11nn1

200 baht per a case

[a]General cases
including noncontentious cases
(b]Appeal or dika

the appeal or dika

aftz,,~

SIN C

~~~.,.,
.._I

1969

al

~~

200 baht per a case

appeal of order
according to
Section 228 [2] and
(3]
[3]Case where the

The court fees shall

relief applied for is

not be collected for

computable in

the appeal or Dika

terms of money

Appeal according

together with that is

to Section 228 [ 1]

Section 228 [ 1]
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not computable in
terms of money.
[4]For the cases

100 baht

where the requests
for paying
damages,
maintenance or
living allowance,
annuities, salaries,
pensions, costs of
keeping or any

~~\'JE Stry
0

other periodical
payments to be

~
,_,

made in future,

-,...

except interest, rent
or damage upon
which the Court is
authorized to pass a

~

ROr

f,RIEl.

LABO

NClf

judgment or give
an order under

0

Section 142, if in
such a ca.se, there is
a request for paying
an immediate debt
or a request in any
preceding item
being put tighter
therein, the Court
fees for a request in
this item as a
separate part

'If,~

A

SINCI 1969

~o\

~'1t11ii a$~\t

~
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Schedule II; Civil Procedure of Thailand B.E. 2551
COURT FEES [Other fees]

Nature of

Dika Court and

Courts of First

Proceeding

appeal Court

Instance

[l]For a request

Paid on

When a case is

100 baht

filed

according to
Section 101 in case
where the case has
not yet been filed in
the Court
[2]For certification

~'"

RSJl"y
When a request is

50 baht

50 baht

filed

of document copies
made by the head

-

of the office of the

~

Court of justice or

r-

executing offict?

~

ROT1t

~

eRIEl.

per a copy
[3]For a certificate

0

certifying that a
judgment or _an
order has been
final, per a copy

~~
~"~,,t
~,,fl, !IS

~If,~

When a request is

50 baht

50 baht

SINC :1969

~

filed
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Schedule III; Civil Procedure of Thailand B.E. 2551
Fees for taking evidence out of court

In the case of taking evidence out of Court, allowance shall be paid to the
judge at the rate of three hundred baht per a person and a day and paid to the Court
official at the rate of one hundred and fifty per a person and a day. The payment shall
be made when the Court has given an order of permission.
In the case where there is joint trial, an allowance shall be charged as a single
case.
In case where many parties or persons are applicants, the equal average
allowance shall be paid at the rate according to the first paragraph by each in equal
amount.
In case of necessity, the Court may order an applying party or any party or
parties to provide vehicles, if vehicles are not provided, the paid traveling expenses
have to be reimbursed as reasonable.

ROT1t

LA

f,Rl I.

NCrT
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Schedule IV; Civil Procedure of Thailand B.E. 2551
Witness Fees, Travel Allowance, Lodging House Rent and Fees of
Servey
[ 1]The Court shall fix the witnesses' fees according to income and position of
the witness appearing in Court on warrant, but it must not be over four hundred per a
day, and travel allowance and lodging house rent as it is reasonable.
[2]In case where the Court gives an order of servey made
[a] By the Court official, the Court shall fix an allowance for such a Court
official at the rate of two hundred baht per a person per a day and the travel
allowance and lodging house rent whiclLhave been paid, as it is reasonable.
[b ]By competent authorities of government offices or other offices, the
Court shall fix an allowance, a travel allowance and a lodging house rent of such an
authority under the regulations of those government offices or offic es. If such a
government office or such an office has no the said regulations, the rate according to
[a] shall be charged.

Schedule V; Civil Procedure of Thailand B.E.2551
Executing Offi cer's Fees
NClf

Fees

*

Amount

*

Remarks

I.Sale by auction or

3 percent of proceeds of

Without prejudice to the

other mode of

sale by auction or

payment of the cost of

realization of property

realization.

advertisement and

seized or attached.

expenses incurred.

2 .Paayment of money

2 percent of the amount of

seized or attached to the

money seized or attached.

creditor
3. Where no sale by

2 percent of the value of

Computation of the value

auction or realization takes

the property seized.

of the property seized or

place after seizure of

attached for the

property which is not

assessment of fees under 3
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money.

and 4 shall be made by the

4.Where no sale or

1 percent of the amount of

realization takes place

the money seized or

after seizure or attachment

attached, or the value of

of money, or attachment

the property attached.

executing officer, In case
of disagreement. The party

of property.

concerned shall refer the
matter to the Court as
provided in Section 296

5.Sale by bidding between

2 percent of the highest

parties

bid.

Schedule VI; Civil Procedure of Thailand B.E.2551
Lawyer's Fees
[I] The Court shall fix the lawyer's fees as the amount it think fit, not over
the highest rate specified in this schedule, but not lower than three thousand per a
case.
[2] In fi xing the lawyer's fees for which a party has to be liable, the Court
shall regard to the complicacy or complicity of the case and the time devoted and the
amount of work done by the lawyer in conducting the case.
~

Rate

~

*

Case having money

Case without money

5%

30,000 baht

3%

20,000 baht

Maximum:
In the Court of First
Instance
In the Appeal Court or the
Dika Court
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Schedule VII; Civil Procedure of Thailand B.E. 2551
Expenses of Proceedings

The court may direct a part who has to be liable for the costs according to
Section 161 to reimburse the expense of proceedings to another party as the amount
it thinks fit, it must not be over one percent of capital for the case with capital or not
over five thousand baht for the case without capital.
In fixing the expenses of proceedings according to the first paragraph, the
Court shall regard to the expense paid by a party and the nature and procedure of
such a case of a party.
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Thai Civil Procedure Code B.E.2477
The court fee shall be collected as following;
[ 1] Cases where the relief applied for Is not computable in terms of
money, the Court fees shall be charged according to the amount as follows;
[a] Other plaints out of those specified in [b]and[c], it shall be
charged at 2.5% but not exceed 200,000 baht
[b] Application to the Court for enforcement of an award made
by anarbitrator according to section 221, it shall be charged at 1% of the amount
applied for Court's enforcement but not over 80,000 baht
[c] Application :for tlie enforcement or foreclosure of a
mortgage, it shall be charged at 1% of amount of debt demanded but not over
100,000 baht
In the calculation of court fee, if the capital is lower than 100
baht, it shall be deemed to 100 baht but if it is 50 baht, it shall be deemed to 100
baht, however, if it is lower than 50 baht, it shall be rounded off
[2] Cases where the relief applied for is not computable in
terms of money,
[a] General cases including non-contentious cases, it shall
be charged 200 baht per a case.
[b]Appeal or dika appeal of order according to Section 227
or 228, it shall be charged 200 baht per a case
[3] Case where the relief applied for is computable in terms of
money together with that is not computable in terms of money, The court fees shall
not be collected for the appeal or Dika Appeal according to Section 228 [l]
[4] For the cases where the requests for paying damages,
maintenance or living allowance, annuities, salaries, pensions, costs of keeping or
any other periodical payments to be made in future, except interest, rent or damage
upon which the Court is authorized to pass a judgment or give an order under Section
142, if in such a case, there is a request for paying an immediate debt or a request in
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any preceding item being put tighter therein, the Court fees for a request in this item

as a separate part for 100 baht63 .

63

The Civil Procedure Code B.E. 2477, schedule I
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Interim Measures and Precautionary Measures - Germany
Annex-1 - (Table attached to section 11(2) Court Fees Act [GKG])
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Interim Measures and Precautionary Measures - Germany
Annex-I - (Table attached to section 11(2) Court Fees Act [GKG])
Sum in

Fee ...

Sum in

Fee ...

dispute up

Euro

dispute up

Euro

to ... Euro

to ... Euro
300

25

40,000

398

600

35

45,000

427

900

45

50,000

456

1,200

55

(\~\\~

65~0 00

~(!..

1,500

65

~~

80,000

2,000

?3

95,000

"'

81

110,000

85 6

.~

125,000

956

'

140,000

1,056

155,000

1,1 5

2,500
3,000
3,500
4,000
4,500
5,000

k
~

89

~

97

=
~
v

... n

\'

556
I.

...;:

656
756

·,~

105
113

170,000

,,.,f ,.,

121

RI l.

.

1,256
1,356

185,000

~

6,000

'\..

136

200,000

BO

JIT

1,456

.1

i

7,000

230,000

151

1,606
~

8,000

166

9,000

181

10,000

')~SIN

17f!Jj

260,000

~4,o"\

l. ~

1,756

290,000 ..

1,906

196

320,000

2,056

13,000

219

350,000

2,206

16,000

242

380,000

2,356

19,000

265

410,000

2,506

22,000

288

440,000

2,656

25,000

311

470,000

2,806

30,000

340

500,000

2,956

35,000

369
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Federal Court of Australia Fees
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Federal Court of Australia Fees
Fee

Filing of a document by which a proceeding in the Court

Corporation

Other case

$2142

$894

is commenced, except:
(a) a proceeding or application mentioned in item 2, 3, 4,
12, or 13; or
(b) an appeal from a judgment of the Court or of another
court; or
(c) an application for leave or special leave to appeal; or
(d) an incidental proceeding in the cou se of, or in
connection with, a proceeding.
Filing of an application under section 46PO or 46PP of

$54

the Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986.
Filing of an application under section 539 of the Fair

$62.40 (Being the fee

Work Act 2009 in either of the following circumstances:

prescribed for subsection

(a) the applicant has been dismissed from employment in

395(2) of that Act by the

alleged contravention of Part 3-1 of that Act

Fair Work Regulations

(b) the applicant alleges a breach of section 3 51 of the

2009)

Act.
Filing of an application under section 539 of the Fair

$62.40 (Being the fee

Work Act 2009 ifthe applicant has been dismissed rom

prescribed for subsection

employment in alleged contravention of section 772 of

395(2) of that Act by the

that Act.

Fair Work Regulations
2009)

73

Fee
Corporation Other case
\

Filing an affidavit or other document originating an

$2134

$1203

$5334

$3007

$5334

$3007

$3200

$1804

$873

$436

application for leave or special leave to appeal.
Filing of a notice of appeal instituting an appeal from a
judgment of the Court or another court if no fee has been
paid under item 6.
Filing of a notice of appeal instituting an appeal from a
decision of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal
Filing of a notice of appeal in a proceeding in relation to
which a fee has been paid up.der item 6.
Filing of an application to review a decision of the
Registrar under subsection 35A(5) of the Act.

\

Filing of an interlocutory application

$657

$328

Filing a document by which a proceeding in the Court

$1983

$828

$438

$220

Filing of a cross-claim

$2142

$894

Setting down fee for hearing a proceeding (including an

$3569

$1786

under the Bankruptcy Act 1966 is commenced
Filing of an application for an order for substituted
I

service of a bankruptcy notice

application, appeal, cross-claim or

cross-~peal)

or an

issue in question in a proceeding

.~ ~

For the hearing of an application (including a crossclaim) under subsection 35A(5) of the Act (review of
exercise of power of the Registrar) - for each half day or
part of a half day

$713

$356
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Fee

For the hearing of an application (including a cross-

Corporation

Other case

$1428

$712

$2568

$1184

$5068

$2384

claim) other than an application mentioned in item 16,
an issue or question in such an application or an
appeal (including a cross-appeal) - for 2nd, 3rd and
4th days, or part of a day
For the hearing of an application (including a crossclaim) other than an application mentioned in item 16,
an issue or question in such an application or an
appeal (including a cross-appeal) - for the 5th, 6th,
7th , 8th and 9th days, or part of a day
For the hearing of an application (including a crossclaim) other than an application mentioned in item 16,
an issue or question in such an application or an
appeal (including a cross-appeal) - for the 10th and
subsequent days, or part of a day.
On request, miking of a copy or copies of a document For the request $3.00. For
or documents filed in, lodged with, or produced to, the each page included in a
Court (regardless of the number of documents to copy made in accordance
which the request relates).

with the request, $1 .00

For issuing a subpoena to produce or give evidence

$73

For taxation of a bill of costs in which the amount

$848

claimed in the bill is $10,000 or less.
Reduced fee

$100
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